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Cambridge Display Technology
has reached an agreement with
IBM Corp to market IBM’s
advanced design and materials
development in a-Si TFT for
OLED display devices.
This gives CDT an very exten-
sive portfolio in the developing
displays market.The company
can now offer to the market
state-of-the-art OLED solutions
based on IBM’s advanced R&D.
It will also apply its experience
and expertise in operating a
successful licensing model,
along with in-depth displays
knowledge and a wide network
of contacts developed in the
global display industry.
The agreement covers driver
technologies for both polymer
light-emitting diodes (P-OLEDs)
and small molecule (SMOLED)
technologies, and should broad-
en and strengthen CDT’s rela-
tionships across the whole dis-
play industry.
Under the new arrangement,
CDT will market IBM innova-
tion in TFT devices, pixel cir-
cuitry, drive methods and active
matrix OLED display modelling
for display applications.The
technology licensing agree-
ments will be managed by IBM.
CDT has undertaken thorough
familiarisation with the exten-
sive IBM portfolio, before
embarking on marketing.
CDT’s contacts and licensees
will benefit from access to a
wider range of relevant tech-
nologies, and to the synergies
which are expected to follow
from consideration of the opera-
tion of complete display devices.
Dr David Fyfe, CDT’s CEO sees
the move as a highly positive
one.“By working with IBM in
this way, we are able to bring a
highly valuable portfolio of
know-how to our existing 
market contacts and beyond,”
he said.
“Amorphous silicon back-
planes are the standard in 
larger LCD displays and
increasingly in mobile devices,
and there is much interest and
advantage in their application
to OLED displays.”
Web:http://www.cdtltd.co.uk
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News Update
Surface Technology Systems has
just released its latest decoupled
plasma source Pegasus. STS VC
Mutsuo Makuda notes: "Over the
last 12 months, Pegasus has
been extensively tested and
proven on samples of existing
and emerging products supplied
by our customers.The introduc-
tion of Pegasus has already
resulted in several orders from
companies with demanding
applications in production envi-
ronments.We expect to see a
significant impact on sales to
corporate R&D and mass-pro-
duction customers utilising
deep silicon etch processes.”
The equipment develops STS
specialism in plasma process
technologies for the growing
MEMS and related markets.
Through an in-depth under-
standing of the Bosch process
and the required hardware,
etch rates for silicon greater
than 25µm/minute with excel-
lent profile control and resist
selectivity have been achieved.
The Pegasus’ process module
includes new developments
and enhancements, but key is
its high uniformity plasma
source design.
This high-density decoupled
source has been shown to
increase etch rates by 30% over
competing systems and mask
selectivity by 35% or more.
Other pluses include smoother
side walls, and SOI without
notching.
Pegasus incorporates STS’
patented parameter ramping
and SOI technologies.The
modular design is optimised
for reliability and ease of main-
tenance, giving a reduced foot-
print and improved access for
high performance\low COO.
“Pegasus brings advanced
processes to the MEMs market
and helps make those applica-
tions currently in R&D, com-
mercially viable,” said Leslie
Lea, R&D director.“In markets
such as advanced wafer pack-
aging, the higher selectivity
and etch rate that Pegasus
offers, makes fabrication of
through wafer interconnects
viable.
System-in-a-package (SiPs)
incorporating MEMs, optoelec-
tronics and bio chips can be
realised.As the electronics and
technology industries move to
using nanotechnology, Pegasus
really comes into its own.”
Pegasus in use may also provide
pointers for higher etch rates
of materials like SiC. STS ICPE
has been working to provide
these. Deep etch processes for
SiC are needed to realise the
advantages of the compound
for power electronics and
MEMS devices in harsh environ-
ments. STS is also working with
customers to optimise process-
es for SiC device fabrication,
specifically to increase etch
rate, etch profile control, selec-
tivity and process uniformity.
STS new flyer, Pegasus, aims at MEMS world
TiaLinx Inc, a developer of RF
signal processing modules,
has been awarded a Small
Business Innovative Research
Phase I award from the
National Science Foundation.
The program objective for
NSF is to use TiaLinx’s technol-
ogy to ensure the feasibility of
accurately managing inventory
of passively tagged assets,
being both tamper proof, and
environmentally resilient.
Current interrogators are not
only expensive for mass
deployment, some are not
based on open standards, and
can also be inefficient in col-
lecting the information in
motion. A Reader and Active
Tag (RAT) is a local reader/
interrogator of passive tags in
a container.
The RAT retrieves inventory
from passively tagged assets,
store the inventory in memo-
ry for on-demand retrieval, or
relay gathered inventory to a
remote access interrogator.
RAT offers orders of magni-
tude enhancement in cost,
weight, and accurate tracking.
“This Phase I SBIR award
from the National Science
Foundation, indicates the sig-
nificance of the technological
breakthrough that is being
developed,” said founder &
CEO Dr Fred Mohamadi,
“Distributed supply chain
management using the RAT
makes it possible to design of
versatile information gather-
ing and processing network
for identification, authentica-
tion and tracking of fixed and
mobile assets globally.”
The protected spatial map-
ping technology of TiaLinx
addresses a variety of uses, as
in early warning radar, ad hoc
communication,point-to-point
and multipoint wireless,
radiometry,passive-medical
imaging,blind mobility aids
and homeland security. surveil-
lance and collision avoidance.
The RAT race
